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I think

I am Somebody

From Someplace

A sense of need of art is about this Somebody

I have to 

Be Somebody

Go to Someplace







Recall

I see

In the present 

From the immemorial immateriality I am a balloon

      A servant

An orphan

       Smelling it hungrily 

Missing 

Miss it. 

It’s like painting a painting; you create 
something in the blankness. Your work is 
not a building or a bridge; it’s only colors, 
forming some shapes or can’t be called a 
shape — mysterious and abstract. The 
colors are always there, independently; 
the shapes are not always there, hidden 
somewhere, somewhere about you.

It’s not all like painting; you don’t have 
actual paint to use. The task is much 
more solemn and needs to go further. The 
only thing you can do is drunk yourself 
with gravity, close to your mass.
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Navigator

Installation, performance art

On the unfinished rooftop of MSA

200cm* 80cm

2020.12

1

This is my first art project. 
Later I found it tell my reason, 
approach, and personality in 
art.

I was not interested in 
making, sculpturing, or 
decorating, but creating in its 
essential sense. Here, I wanted 
to bring out the space which I 
traveled back and forth in this 
artificial society.
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1
From Yunnan 
to Beijing, 
mountains to 
plastic factory 
and post-
modern 
structure, I felt 
a suffocating 
specter 
hovering in my 
surroundings. I 
was confused 
and lost. Thus, 
I themed this 
project, 
Navigator, to 
help me 
reorient in this 
crisis.

People in Beijing’s subway/ Bent spine/ Heavy head/ Electronic devises are the new support/

Slanted in a turbulence/ Being raised slanted

Observe to navigate 

Research to navigate

 I like America and America 
likes Me by Joseph Beuys The Last letter by Binyuan Li A streaking photo of Binyuan Li 

Artists who work 
seriously on topics 
of modern society
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1 Dance to navigate Write to navigate

While watching the 
documentary about 
performance art and 
technology, I did a dance 
improvisation in my dorm.

The Birth of the Superman: From Joseph Beuys to Daoyuan Li,

—>  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RR6fxIcwe_Y

Writing in free association

Travel to navigate

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RR6fxIcwe_Y


1 All of those attempts are helping me to understand what’s going on. Finally, I understand the situation 
conceptually, and a wish comes: I want to make an entrance, something like a door to transcend 

First, I considered the locations 
and corresponding forms.

But at last, I found the unfinished 
concrete rooftop of my school 
was exactly like my space. So I 
changed my plan, giving up 
making something representative 
physically but directly the space 
itself.

Inspired by the 
factory's smoke 
nearby, I decided to 
do something similar 
and let it fly by a 
kite.

My sketch. A huge kite will carry veil into 
the sky.  

Experimenting materials5



Finally, I went out of the school, which was full of modern equipment, 
ideologies, and unobstructed glass walls, to the unfinished rooftop and 
flew my kite. 

What struck me the most was the vastness, coldness, heaviness, and 
darkness; and I felt the terror. There is infinite unknown; everything is 
deafening with extremely strong density of existence. I could clearly hear 
my heartbeat. 

At first, I tried my everything to resist its pull, but after that I felt the 
excitement of the great and a strange sense of belonging and awakening.

——> Watch the record here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iRTRUo23lU6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iRTRUo23lU


Hello

2

Performance Creative Writing 

3min 52s

2021.3
7



This is a performance. The audiences are ready, but no 
performer or anything is on the stage. The audience can only 
watch their breath and people’s breath around. Then, music 
started to play from an obscure corner……
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If you are interested in this performance, please open the 
link. As long as you set your imagination of being an 
audience of this performance, you can play the video.

——>     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7n78yFwZFI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7n78yFwZFI


And if you want to know more, this is my self-critical essay of this work 

——> https://my.moonshotacademy.cn/alecea-li/2022/12/16/hello-self-critical-essay/10

https://my.moonshotacademy.cn/alecea-li/2022/12/16/hello-self-critical-essay/


(“Dream” in Chinese)

3

Film

3min 56s

2021.5

They think it’s a dream, a 
fuddle. 

I regard it as the implicit 
truth, a kind of state of 
mellow conflicts inside.  

Mèng
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3

Inspired by the movie Ashes of Time by 
Wong Kar-wai.

 I, as a human, extend my inner thoughts 
and emotions to the physical space around. 
As a creator, I try to capture this by 
comprising simple scenes of daily(street, 
room, pot) and scenes of me(my back, my 
body curve, my hair) to share this non-
verbal side. It is about one’s state from a 
very personal view, in which all physical is 
not neutral or public but can tell a 
complicated secret of a person. 

Watch this film here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMd6MbFkBi4
12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMd6MbFkBi4


Canvas, propene, iron;  
370cm*80cm*80cm

Installation
2021.7

1 Tightrope 
Walker

4

It is bound to walk alone on 
the tightrope. There’s no 
other choice: you choose a 
higher world; you choose to 
be great without the noisy 
crowd.

The first thing you will 
encounter is to commit who 
you are. The next is to dance 
the beautiful balance in the 
air fearlessly.
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1

The place I stood and played in my imagination.I had a fantasy of walking on the steel girder in my school, leaving its territory, escaping, dancing 
my life in the greatness, and scaring those mild people who keep things in control.

Two characters that I feel echoed in literature

This project starts from a strong fancy of mine.

The tightrope walker in Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 

“Man is 
something 
that shall be 
overcome. 
Man is a 
rope, tied 
between 
beast and 
overman — 
a rope over 
an abyss. 
What is 
great in man 
is that he is 
a bridge and 
not an end.”

The suicides in Herman Hesse’s Steppenwolf

In the book, the suicides are not 
cowardly but strong and highly 
authentic.

They think they are tender green 
shoots standing at the cliff—
unstable, unprotected, and in danger.

They believe death is always a 
choice, which empowers them to be 
curious, sensitive, and imaginative; 
They developed the philosophy of 
being open to taste suffering and 
seeing life as an experiment. 
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Imagine Tightrope Walker

In dance practices, I know that the 
movement of standing is significant, and 
I’m going to create something like that�
— straight that ground into the floor and 
pierce into the air
— light and pure, and contains all inherent 
active energy in the motion of stillness.
— fighting and balancing the gravity 
ceaselessly

And, I’m 
going to put 
it right here.

Experiment of forms and materials
At first, I thought about transparent and light-reflecting materials. But they looks so high-tech. 
Then, I tried more something more pure and simple. But it didn’t feel enough. 

At last, I found the painting made by flow acrylic paint is good of having the active potential 
energy, and I can shape canvases freely. So I began to paint.
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Making Final
Design—turn paintings into solids, and make the effect photo by PS

And I begin to paint on about 6 square-meter canvas. They are so 
good; I hesitated to make them into solids for a long time.
(See some pieces of my paintings in the next page)

Sadly, I failed to put in on the girder. It’s much more difficult than I think.16



2m*3m
A part of 
2m*3m17



2m*3m

1m* 1.8mA part of 
2m*3m

A part of 
2m*3m
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Creative Writing

2022.4

5

Letter from Dionysus 

19



5

In the Love section in my Practical Philosophy class, each of us wrote a 
letter to tell our story and understanding of love in the name of a god we 
chose. 

I wrote about my story in the name of Dionysus.

After that, I contribute it to Riddle, a bookstore on wheels of my friend. 
He translated my writing from Chinese to English literally and published 
it on Riddle’s public account. 

Here is the link to this writing.

——>  https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/WzBUPNuEsix1ucfcJv2uzA
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6

Fine ArtPhotography 

2021.11

It is a composition of daily 
fragments rooted in materiality 
and sensibility, touching the 
honest question of “what” 
without asking.

Body Diary
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Inspired by dance experience, the body, as a phenomenon of something, 
is quite honest and tricky at the same time.

About body, about materiality Camera—a new possible perspectives

The lab we had about self/expression

About body’s honesty: it shows many things 
about you. 
Applications example: somatization, body 
language, and unconscious gestures

About the tricky side: If you take a movement 
class, you’ll understand the difficulty of taking off 
the mask of your body—the body is semiosis and 
defensive.

Not only about our body, I consider the other’s body, the materiality 
of everything, as significant as riddles, whether about the objects' own 
quality or reflecting the one who encountered them.

A lighted tampon Some flies eating

All the information we receive is in five senses, and we usually 
only sense in the conventional way. The camera provides a new 
way of sensing.

I got this inspiration by taking this series. Here, it reveals the 
sexuality of watermelon in capturing light and close distance. 
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��(A Chinese word used as "bad guy", and literally bad egg)

Some of the photography

∞
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In
All feels like on the edge.       All with an urge.     In white and her red

24



Perfect

Cathelia is walking on the 
long road. All is the desert 
around; she is bared feet, 
naked neck, and wading 
across this land. Going 
ahead. Going back. Going to 
the Water of Life. 

Cathelia, Catherlia, walking 
on the desert of land. She is 
having her period; blood 
dropped into the arid sand, 
all drunken. The toe cap 
worn, no longer incisive and 
bright, it loses the direction 
pointed her way next.

Is it the Water of Life? I 
cried. 

“It is the Water of Life!”, 
Cathelia cried. 

Cathelia
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Photos of final

Design the way of exhibiting

Find inner connections

Set the skeleton

Make metal titles 
If you are interesting, see the record of the exhibition here——> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qewzhwHKeYk26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qewzhwHKeYk


7 Silence Is Sitting on the Train

Performance art

At school gallery, final open day 

3 hours

2022.1

The train is fast, rampant, and 
roaring. It carries everything 
with absolute power to establish 
rules and cut off ways to leave. 

We are all passengers being 
defined by the train; we are all 
rushed and are taught about 
destination on the train.
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Sparks, about silence

My teacher 
Xiaonan is a 
dance artist who 
is purely 
dedicated to the 
field of body. She 
detests talking 
about her works 
or ideas.

Background: being expected to 
My school is ambitious, and 
somehow requires students more 
than what they can do. Thus, many 
people here become like insurance 
salesmen— good at talking about 
fancy things that they don’t really 
think so or understand. 

This isn’t only about my school but 
a contemporary trait, especially in 
contemporary art. 

Their pride, as well as fear, make them a fake artificial world.

At that time, we will have the 
final open day and present our 
work (this project) to all 
school members and visitors.

I don't want to present 
anything. The action of self-
proving, self-advertising and 
self-monitoring is torture.

A photo of our exhibition later

Her energy and behavior hit me and remind me of silence.

Silence is about
—being patient, and 
admitting the 
unknown
—sophistication, 
mystery, and 
reverence of the vast 
world.
—the intimate 
relationship with the 
world through 
senses and feelings

A photo of me

A photo of XiaonanPeople present at school open day
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The Body as the mediator 

We are the whole—the body, 
mind, spirit, and so on 
interweaved. And the body is 
the hinge that enables us to be 
in the world through 
receiving stimulations and 
influencing others.

Thus, we find that we are part 
of our individual selves and 
part of the environment.

Focusing on the body is a way to be sensitive about this and regain 
conciseness and freedom.

I joined Body IQ Somatic 
Festival to explore more My review

Plan: Performance art to bring silence

I will occupy the space in a disregard position on the final 
open day, for example, lying down and taking a nap in the 
gallery's center. 

Transform from only receiving to influence/ To expose 
myself, the unrest, fear, and weirdness of being there/ And 
taught them about silence and the unlikeable side.

Me and friends walked in the 
city, touring and singing on 
street

29



Preparing

Book: it is human’s fruit, storing 
experiences, insights, and wisdom

Coal: it is nature’s fruit, formed 
underground for centuries, or 
formed from trees that grow for 
years

Crushing coals, making it spread with ashes of 
books naturally in performance 

I set the site right 
under an air 
conditioner vent in 
the gallery. People 
can feel the specific 
area of my site 
warm, like burning 
faintly. 

And the heat makes my site an installation after I finish 
performing—the heat and burning will never end.
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The Final Open Day

The whole process is 3 hours. The unrest and harshness 
started to show and were strengthened in this specific event. 
I was bare feet, moving on the site, and there was a slight 
pain in my feet.

 Gradually, in the process, the tenses were getting eased, and 
things that were expelled here appeared—about silence. My 
movements changed in this flow naturally; in the later part, I 
barely moved: I was in contemplation.

Here, I put three texts
—an allegory from Shūsaku 
Endō’s book,Silence
—a stream-of-consciousness-style 
writing discussing silence
—a short creative writing (read 
on the next page).

31 ——>   See the record here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ui7cVfdPXL8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ui7cVfdPXL8


 “Shhhhh”
 “Don’t you want your life! It’s coming!”
 “But what? I can’t see anything, even things I should see. No stars, no moon.”
 “Close your eyes and see. Light will light the darkness, for always.”
 Hmm……
 Longly exhaled, his eyelashes slapped and slapped, facing more daze than a 
trembled innocent fawn, and finally calmed in this impending destiny. No stars, no 
moon, no white light to see. 
 The world spun, and the darkness wobbled; it swallowed all sights as what pride a 
human.
 “Yuh, brother!” He felt like a snake had sneaked into his pants, too fast and cold 
to know which trouser leg it had come in. His mind yelled to him: it slips on his 
skin and will bite his golden fruit. 
 “Shhhh, calm down and see! It’s coming! Don’t you know that?”
 “But, but……”
 Almost flooding out, those bitter coldness was suddenly paused and then 
vanished. His brother placed his index finger on his lips, and it was so warm and 
firm. 
 “See, Ashla ”, He murmured, “ Open your real eyes to see!”
 “When the sun has gone, and the moon has rest, the world begins its breath, 
before lives live and after lives sleep. You listen— carefully but not concentrated, 
unintentionally but not thoughtlessly. It is there— everywhere. ”

Inspired by this painting from a classmate
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6

I was going to be 18 in the following days, and it was 
getting to the limit point. I had to act, in the period of this 

project.”

“I got a strange feeling, tangled and couldn’t be explained, like being 
gazed at by a giant invisible eye with burning heat. There was an 
urgent enigma that happened to me. It was ignored for a long time, 
along with the appearance of allergy. 

Meixi Meixi 
Chair, VR glasses

VR poem collection

2021.1-2022.10

8
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First Step: Kneel, To Find Out, To the Ignored Voice 

Obsession of saving the dying spoke the guilty, helplessness, 
and the same situation of dying part of me: by the sudden 
change in life, I was carried by the huge wave, farther away 
from the “me” I knew and agreed.

A split, a girl appeared into 
my sight, piece by piece. I 

looked into her eyes; I looked 
into my eyes. Her name was 

Meixi. Here, seven poems that 
flowed out embodied her— 

the fading me.

Attempts 
to see her
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Second Step: Materializing Meixi’s world

1 My presence as the exhibit

Basically lying, 
helped by 
gravity, I met 
her in the deep 
and far away 
from daily.  

3 A monument stands among dried petals 

White 
monument 
engraved 
poems/ standing 
among dried 
petals with 
hanging hairline 

2 Meixi as virtual-image flow 

Fragments 
pieces. Using 
projection to  
project poems 
and flow-like 
video on the 
wall

2021.1 2022.9

Form “Milk and Honey” by Pupi Kaur

A piece of mine experimenting this idea

I was inspired by poet Rupi Kaur’s “milk and 
honey”. She combined exquisite line drawing 
in her poem; I tried one on the right.

I started fascinated with the combination of sharp, messy lines and poems. The lines are sensitive and 
emotional, just like poems.

My own diary with line drawing

Golden line from Nausicaä of the 
Valley of the Wind 

Lines are poetic

Impressiveness: VR glasses

People say poets are dancing in fetters, the same as reading poems. I’m 
glad to know VR painting app and set Meixi’s world in it. 

People can shift their way of tasting a poem from reading from a paper 
in hands to being with the poems in space without anything and 
boundary visually.35



It would start with an invitation: two facing empty chairs 
installed. The audience would sit infant of the empty, wear 
the VR equipment, and meet Meixi there in front.

Third Step: the VR poem exhibition
Virtual but not fictitious—the connecting entrance

Sketch

Sketch

Photo of the physical site

Photo of Meixi in the VR glasses

Then the audience can walk in Meixi’s world to feel and 
explore freely as a foreigner—this estrangement and 
aloneness create a personal space for such intimate distance.

Audience exploring

Taking photos in 
Meixi’s world36
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How should I love you
(work in process)

Choreography, Performance

2022.7

We met. We knew each other, and I saw you. But I might not know you at this moment or perhaps the next.

 Who am I? Who are you?

Which of you do I know and which of I do you know?
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We are living in the flow. We are living in changing environment and personal history. "Who we 
are?", this question would be ok for oneself, but mournful when facing another person.

When meeting you, experiencing all moments of just-right, intimacy, strangeness and hesitation, I 
understand about time for the first time— the overlapping layers of existence—many are colorful, 

intense, short, and passing; but there are some faint slippery but the most vigorous and deep things.

Beyond fast changes, there is simple abstract nature; In the river of flow, the element still, and what 
will meet and mix won't change its way, only if perishing in dry.

For me, as a dancer, I know the deep in your body. I connect and get in touch with the tail of pure 
essential presence inside the living physicality.
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First: a living installation of two people standing and facing each other in almost stillness. A projector will keep projecting the audience’s 
face and environment onto their faces. 

To experiment this idea, I set a choreography composed of two parts. 

Second: a group of dancers moving around them. They move in the rhythm of changing speed, spacial levels, movement quality, and light. 
Creating the flow. 

Communicating with dancers

Performer: Lao Gwa

They are in the same space, like two layers of existence in time. And with the flow of time, they will be in the same vibration at last: the group of 
people’s breath will go through a process of changes in moving and eventually at the same pace.

Special thanks for all of my dancer friends 40








